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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by PAUL COWLEY, CARUSOE BAY

It would be an understatement to say that our township is
totally preoccupied with the COVID-19 pandemic. Our
healthcare and emergency services workers are selflessly
leading the charge to keep us well, and they continue to
show exemplary dedication. Our local businesses have gone
above and beyond to provide access to food, goods and
services while enduring financial hardships. With so many
unemployed, our local food banks have been vital lifelines,
and I urge you to donate generously to them in this time of
great need.
Our Council has done a great job of ensuring we adhere
to safety measures on self-isolation and distancing, as have
residents — evidenced by the township’s low infection rate.
One thing seems clear: some measures will likely be with us
for some time.
While all this is going on, we are further challenged by
crisis high water levels causing extreme damage to our
shoreline. The Canadian and US governments, along with
the Independent Joint Commission (IJC), which is responsible
for managing our lake levels, have completely ignored the
problem we are currently facing with Lakes Michigan/Huron
exceeding record highs. These organizations are claiming the
high water levels are due to climatic conditions. While only
one of the last four years has seen higher precipitation than
normal, there are several man-made causes which, if dealt
with, could significantly reduce our high water levels. Please
read the articles on this topic on this page and the next.
And finally, as if governments didn’t retain lessons learned
from the Site 41 fiasco, we are right back at it again trying to
save the world’s purest groundwater from being put at risk
by the Teedon gravel pit and Sarjeant’s proposed gravel pits.
FoTTSA continues our legal challenge to protect this precious
water and needs your financial support. Please read the
related articles in this issue and lend us a hand if you can.
Keep up the good work on social distancing, and hopefully
come summer we will be able to get out and enjoy our
beautiful township.
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Since 2013, 10 to 15 metres of beachfront on Bluewater have disappeared under water.

The Lake Superior Board That Contributes to Crisis
Lake Huron and Georgian Bay Water Levels by KATE HARRIES
Meet Jean-François Cantin. He’s a civil servant who heads
hydrological operations (east) for Environment and Climate
Change Canada. He is based in Quebec City.
Meet Major General Mark Toy. He’s the commander of the
Mississippi Valley Division of the United States Army Corps
of Engineers, responsible for water resources engineering in
a 370,000-square-mile area, extending from Canada to the
Gulf of Mexico. He is based in Vicksburg, Mississippi.
Together, they chair the International Lake Superior Board
of Control (ILSBC), an agency of the International Joint
Commission that manages the Great Lakes for Canada and
the United States. Cantin and Toy and their colleagues have
the job of regulating the outflow of Lake Superior and managing the hydro control works on the St. Marys River at Sault
Ste. Marie.
If you’re a Lake Michigan or Lake Huron cottager or business owner, if you’re a fish spawning or a bird breeding in the
productive wetlands of Georgian Bay, the decisions made by
this board may already have had a major impact on your life.
Or are likely to.
Think cottages slipping into the lake, roads washing out,
septic tanks flooding, beaches and marshes disappearing,
fisheries degrading…
The Wasaga Beach Men’s Probus Club recently heard from
Mary Muter, vice-chair of Restore Our Water International,
which has sent a strongly worded letter to the IJC, noting that
lake levels now exceed the “crisis conditions” defined by the
commission’s own 1993 Levels Reference Study — and it’s
time to implement the 1993 Crisis Response measures outlined in the forward-thinking report.
But that’s not happened.
Why?
“The ILSBC has consistently favoured Lake Superior interests
in lieu of impacts on the lower lakes,” says the November 22,
2019 letter from Roger Gauthier, chair of Restore Our Water
International. “This unfair treatment needs to stop now.”
There’s nothing natural about the range in fluctuation of

water levels on the Great Lakes — which managed themselves quite well until a century ago when humans started
channelling and canalling and damming and fiddling with the
flow of water.
Research by Patricia Chow-Fraser of McMaster University
has shown that wetlands suffer if the difference between high
and low water levels during a year exceeds 5.5 feet.
Two of the Great Lakes are managed by boards of control.
One is Lake Superior, which has an artificially imposed range
of four feet, thanks to the outflows into Lakes MichiganHuron. The other is Lake Ontario with a range of 5.5 feet.
Lakes Michigan-Huron (and Georgian Bay) are subjected
to a range of 6.5 feet, now moving toward 7.5, Muter says.
And the wetlands, pushed up against a granite shoreline, are
shrinking, their submerged vegetation converting into harmful algae. A huge biodiversity is at risk.
Aggravating the situation are the Long Lac and Ogoki diversions, undertaken in 1940 to increase Canada’s electricity supply during World War II. They divert water from the
Hudson Bay watershed into the Lake Superior basin, increasing the power of the flow through the St. Marys River.
Another recent issue is an apparent decrease in the “conveyance” of water from Lake Huron through the St. Clair
River. Muter showed the Probus Club members aerial photographs indicating “sand tongues” are moving downstream
along the river bottom, clogging the flow.
While water levels in Lake Superior and Lake Ontario are
controlled, there’s no board to manage Lakes MichiganHuron. Whatever happens as a result of the Lake Superior
control board decisions — well, it just happens.
The IJC has not responded to or even acknowledged the
letter from Restore Our Water International, Muter told the
Probus Club meeting. In fact, she said, they have done the
reverse of what is needed to protect Lakes Michigan-Huron
from high water levels, choosing instead to prioritize navigation and power generation.
…continued on page 6 (High Water)
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No more beach along
this stretch of Bluewater.

At Woodland Beach, high water has
washed away sand, leaving only stones.
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Water washing away a
deck on Carusoe Bay.
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Wasaga Beach: there’s the parking
machine, but where’s the road?
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Boulders prop up a beach
sign at Ossasane.
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…continued from page 1 (High Water)

They’re very proud of the fact that they’re discharging excess water from Lake Superior to keep within that four-foot
range and make sure that there’s no interruption of water into
the hydro power generators,” Muter said.
The 1993 Crisis Response measures referred to in the
Restore Our Water International letter include decreasing
inflows from the Long Lac and Ogoki diversions, increasing
outflow through the Lake Michigan diversion at Chicago and
installing ice booms in the St. Clair River.
Probus members questioned Muter on who benefits from
the actions of the Lake Superior board. “Who’s profiting?”
one man asked.
“You’re asking the right questions,” Muter answered, “but
in the three years I was on the (IJC) public interest advisory
group… I was never able to get to the bottom of it. I for
instance asked right at the very first meeting of the public
advisory committee, ‘Can we see the budget?’ and they said
‘No, we’re not going to let you see the budget.’”
She added: “There’s politics and money and people kept
telling me that, but to get to the bottom of that in the US, it’s
not easy.”
Restore Our Water International is calling for a single control board to manage all of the Great Lakes as a unit because
it’s no longer acceptable for the International Lake Superior
Board of Control headed by Contin and Toy to make decisions that have devastating impacts downstream — with no
input from downstream.
“We are the forgotten part of the Great Lakes,” Muter says.
“That has to stop now.”
Kate Harries is a member of AWARE Simcoe’s Board of
Directors representing Springwater. This article was first
published on AWARE Simcoe’s website, aware-simcoe.ca.
AWARE Simcoe is a citizens’ group that works for transparency and accountability in government and to protect water, the
environment and health.
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Update on Farlain Lake

Waves lap curbstones at Balm Beach.
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Thinking of Buying or Selling a Waterfront,
a Home, a Cottage or Land in Tiny?
Call or Text: 705 528 8381

I 705 527 2276

Farlain Lake on April 18, looking north from the Andrew Dr. boat
launch, between the 16th and 17th Concessions. Still high but lower
than a year ago.

by DOUG KIRK, FARLAIN LAKE
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After years of rising water levels in Farlain Lake, the spring
of 2020 has delivered some tentative good news. Compared
to this time a year ago, the level is down 15-20 cm from
the record high levels seen in 2019. It is encouraging to see
that a lower precipitation load over the winter contributed to
the lower start in 2020. Rain and evaporation will determine
whether this favourable set of conditions will be maintained
over this coming summer.

ACT ON FoTTSA DISCOUNTS
FROM KEY LOCAL MERCHANTS!
All residents of Tiny can now take advantage of
the FoTTSA discount program, which features
a long list of local merchants. FoTTSA will be
delighted to issue an annual discount card to
anyone who makes a $20 donation.
To see the list of participating merchants, visit
www.tinycottager.org and click on “FoTTSA
and you.”
To make your donation, see “FoTTSA NEEDS
YOUR SUPPORT!” on page 5.
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